INSTRUCTIONS FOR CHANGING DETERGENT SUPPLY

MALMET ENERGY-SAVER ES-91 BEDPAN WASHER-SANITISER

GLOVES AND SAFETY GLASSES MUST BE WORN WHEN CHANGING DETERGENT

1. Pull latch on detergent door (bottom RHS front) and open
2. Unscrew cap from empty container and pull out suction hose. Let hose and cap sit in detergent chamber after you have taken out the empty bottle.
3. PARTLY unscrew cap on new bottle except for last turn
4. Insert new bottle with clear side showing through window in door
5. Carefully unscrew cap all the way, ensuring no liquid spills out. Slightly close door to prevent this. Remove cap and put aside for empty container
6. Insert suction hose and screw on cap. DO NOT TIGHTEN FULLY, cap must be slightly loose to allow air to enter bottle.
7. Close detergent door and allow to latch shut.
8. Restart machine and run at least one cycle to draw up detergent.
9. Attach lid to empty container and recycle.